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Discover Powered Parachuting with a Six Chuter

What Is A Powered
Parachute?

Our Powered Parachute is a compact
airframe with seats for a pilot and
passenger.  Six Chuter uses the safe and
reliable Rotax and Kawasaki engines that
offer range in horsepower from 42 to
100.  We fly with a high quality 500
square foot nylon canopy with a lifting
capacity of over one thousand pounds!
Fuel capacity is 5-15 gallons of regular
gasoline.  This combination provides the
potential operating capacity for three or
more hours of flying. Most models come
standard with a full digital instrument
system

How Does it Work?

The canopy is positioned on the ground
behind the aircraft for takeoff.  As the pilot
adds power and the aircraft begins to roll
forward the canopy inflates and rotates
overhead.

After carefully checking the inflated canopy,
the pilot adds full power to takeoff and
climb.  The Powered Parachute has only two
controls, the steering bars and the throttle.
Add power and you gain altitude, and reduce
power to lose altitude.  Pushing on the left
steering bar makes the plane turn left. Push
on the right steering bar and the plane turns
right. Landing takes a bit of practice but is
quickly mastered.

In the unlikely event of an engine failure
your canopy is already up and the
powered parachute continues to fly
normally.  With a six to one glide ratio
you can easily and safely guide your
aircraft to a safe and uneventful landing.

“Powered Parachutes are
simply the safest, easiest to
learn, and most inexpensive
way to fly in the world”
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Why Fly With Six Chuter?

“More than 2100 Powered Parachutes
flying around the world.  More than
any other powered parachute
manufacturer in the world”

Three Great Reasons to Fly
With Six Chuter

superb aircraft

“Honesty, Integrity and Uncompromising Quality,

Safety and Value…

The Things Legends Are Made Of.”

This has been our motto since 1991. Six Chuter has been in
the business of manufacturing powered parachutes, under
original ownership, longer than any other.  This wealth of
experience translates to assurance that when you buy a Six
Chuter powered parachute you know you will be flying a well-
engineered, safe and cost-effective aircraft.

safety

As our motto says, Six Chuter is committed to safety. We
have resisted the temptation to build heavier and more
complicated powered parachutes.  We know from
studying incidents over a long period of time that more
weight leads to potential over-loading of the canopy,
deterioration in performance and greater difficulty flying.
The Legends are built on a single aluminum spar topped
with a lightweight aluminum deck.  This construction
technique decreases weight while increasing strength.
The result is our basic two-seat model that weighs 400
pounds.  This weight to strength ratio delivers what we
feel is the best performing and safest powered
parachutes in the industry.

The  Six Chuter line includes the new P3lite, a true part 103
legal single-seat ultralight, and several models of the Six
Chuter Legend and Paragon, a two-seat aircraft available as
an Amateur Built or Experimental Light Sport Aircraft in kit
form, or a fully assembled and certified Special Light Sport
Aircraft.

service

“Enjoying the sport of Powered
Parachuting over the long-term requires
more than just a great product.  The Six
Chuter flight center network provides you
with all of the training, maintenance and
other support that you will need. Six
Chuter has a dealer network that spreads
around the world.”

New since 2007 are designated Six Chuter Authorized
Sport Pilot Training Centers.  These regional centers
provide locations where you can view our products,
enroll in training courses before you purchase, and
network with other pilots.  Once you decide to own, our
regional centers will provide you with all of the resources
required to keep your aircraft and your piloting skills in
top form.

Six Chuter also provides exclusive websites for our
dealer network and our customers.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

888 727-1998 sixchuterinfo@comcast.net

Www.sixchuter.com
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Six Chuter Design Philosophy

The Six Chuter design philosophy was developed in 1991 by Dan Bailey, original owner and President of Six
Chuter Inc.  This philosophy has been one of the core values that has guided the designs of every model for over
two decades.  And it is this design philosophy that helps set Six Chuter Powered Parachutes apart from all others.

Six Chuter Powered Parachutes are designed to provide a safe, and great performing aircraft platform with
intuitive controls that make it as easy and enjoyable to fly.

Attention to detail of the basic airframe concept is paramount in creating a visually appealing design that is
both lightweight, yet as strong as possible while built to meet or surpass the stringent ASTM light sport
aircraft standards.

Let's consider each of the objectives
included in this statement.

Our basic philosophy is predicated on
building a safe aircraft achieved
through the use of aircraft grade
materials and hardware.  To
accomplish that, we believe that a
safe aircraft should be as light as
possible without compromising the
structural integrity.  Why lighter and
stronger as opposed to bigger and
heavier?  Simply we believe that the
greatest amount of safety is achieved
through the performance of the
aircraft.  To do that requires a perfect
marriage between the weight of the
airframe and the wing (canopy).

Too many manufacturers and home-
builders use heavier materials,
including un-necessary tubes and
brackets, and add extra items such as
double shock suspension systems and
complex overhead attachment points.
The results typically are airframes
that exceed the maximum safe wing loading recommended by the canopy manufacturer.  At the very least the
added weight and or overall size of the airframe diminishes the performance window.  To us that is unacceptable.

Our lighter aircraft designs translate to shorter take off runs, better climb rates, slower descent rates, more
efficient engine and improved fuel use, quicker turns and thus a larger safety window of operation.  And not to
be lost in that equation, are the additional years of use caused by less wear and tear on engines and canopies.

A great performing aircraft is the result of building a lighter design, but just as importantly, it requires
properly matching the airframe to the canopy and engine.  For over two decades we have conducted literally
thousands of hours of test flying using various combinations of airframe, canopy and engines; and, continue to
use only the most recognized and reliable engine and canopy manufacturers in the world with our products.
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While many owners of our experimental light sport certified
aircraft are flying with the elliptical canopies, we have
steadfastly refused to achieve a slightly higher level of
performance in exchange for what we consider the safer and
easier to fly rectangular canopies.  And therefore we do not
offer the elliptical wing.

Dan Bailey's designs have also included careful positioning of
the outriggers to the thrust line, as well as proper angle of
thrust parallel to the canopy chord line, while in flight. The
result is an aircraft that climbs well, while avoiding "stair
stepping" that can occur with more radical or ill thought out
designs.

Keeping the design as simple as possible helps to meet some
of the other objectives including safety, ease of flying and
maintaining lower cost.  We have avoided adding more and
more items to the airframe in exchange for simplicity.  We
remain one of the few powered parachute designs where
frontal bars are optional, and not an integral part of the
airframe design. We have always used simple, well known
and tested components such as the Digital Engine
Information System (EIS).  The more items you add to an
otherwise simple aircraft, in our opinion, simply increases the
complexity and the difficulty with building, flying and
maintaining. We avoid adding tubes, extra shock systems and
other components simply to create a perception of having a
stronger aircraft, preferring to focus on safety through light
weight design and better pilot training.

Six Chuter Powered Parachutes are designed to be as easy
as possible to learn to fly and to maintain.  Again, part
of this is achieved by keeping the aircraft components
standard, and simple and by using the rectangular canopies
on all factory kits and assembled aircraft. The airframe avoids
welding except on a few factory provided parts.  Thus if a
tube is damaged, it can be easily replaced by the owner.  And
each of the components such as the instruments and wiring
are all standardized and supplied from long standing
dependable vendors.  Some added ease with learning to fly
our aircraft comes from the use of "intuitive controls".
Ground steering uses "left is left" and "right is right" in lieu of
a ground steering system that is a push pull system.  And our
throttle system uses forward for more power and back for
less power. This avoids more complicated systems where too
much thought perhaps leads to control systems that are not
as intuitive as ours.

The efficiency of design goes hand in hand with the lighter
and stronger design.  Dan carefully and skillfully designed an airframe with fewer parts than most.  An example is
the use of a single aluminum spar that runs from front to back in lieu of twin steel frame rails.  This design
reduces the number of brackets required to attach tubes and results in a design that has proven even stronger
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than previous models that use heavier and more tubes
and brackets. The fewer tubes and brackets all feed back
to the objective of being as light as possible, while not
compromising strength. We have also avoided the use of
heavier seats, molded body work and many other items
that some manufacturers market to appeal to some
potential buyers who might not be well informed about
the downside of heavier options.

Designing and building an aircraft to meet ASTM light
sport standards has virtually narrowed the field of
powered parachute manufacturers from dozens to only a
handful, including Six Chuter International.  These
standards are extensive and required years of hard work
and investment to comply with. And the process of
compliance is an ongoing one that requires constant
attention to every detail of manufacturing.  The result of
course is an aircraft design that our customers know are
as safe and high quality as possible.

A visual appealing design is perhaps a matter of
personal opinion.  But Six Chuter from their earliest
model designs have distinguished themselves with
great looking airframes. The sweep and look of the fan
guard system has for the most part not changed in
over 23 years.  Six Chuter uses custom designed
molded fiberglass components for the dash and seats.
And we use the highest quality powder coat for our
airframe colors instead of regular paint.  The powder
coated airframes are great looking and also extremely
durable. Again, we have avoided adding heavier,
fancier options, accessories or design features to keep
a balance with our objectives for safety and efficiency.

Achieving the lowest cost possible considering our
other objectives is perhaps the greatest challenge.  We
are neither the least expensive, nor the most expensive powered parachute on the market.  We have developed
over two decades of experience and relationships with various vendors so we know that we obtain our
components at the least expense possible.  And we use our local vendors for custom fabrication of many parts
and use our own equipment of course to customize the airframes. Our team has years of experience in managing
finances and projects and our company is structured with a small staff who are personally invested in the
company.  This and many other factors lead us to be able to offer the highest quality powered parachute on the
market at the lowest price possible.  We are also one of the few manufacturers who offer our aircraft in kit form.
This appeals to many in the market who enjoy the process of building their own, and it avoids paying our
company or somebody else the higher cost to fully assemble.  In addition we are one of the few manufacturers
that offer a full line of tandem, light sport aircraft and a “legal” Part 103 single seat.

"We would challenge prospective buyers to ask any other manufacturer they might be considering
to articulate their design philosophy as we have.  If they are able to do this and point to evidence of
implementing the philosophy, we believe in many cases you will discover objectives that are in
direct opposition to ours.  And our objectives have helped Six Chuter to build, sell and support more
powered parachutes around the world, by far, than any other."
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Which Model Should I Choose?

Which Model to Choose

The model Six Chuter you choose and the method you select for assembly and certification depend on how you
intend to fly. You should also consider the conditions and locations you choose to fly in and your level of skill in
flying and maintenance.  Take the time to discuss these factors with an authorized Six Chuter representative before
you buy.

If you intend to fly solo without the ongoing legal licensing requirements of Sport Pilot then the P3 Lite is the model
for you. Want to earn a pilot’s license and carry passengers? Our Legend series is a very cost-effective and high
performing model for those who require the more powerful 65 h.p. Rotax 582 engine. The Legend with Rotax 582 E
Gear Box, Electric Start has been our most popular selling model.

The exciting new “Paragon” is equipped with the Rotax 912UL 80 H.P. engine as standard to provide four-stroke
engine dependability, more power and incredible fuel economy.  The Paragon culminates an evolution in the Six
Chuter line to represent the lightest, yet strongest and certainly best performing powered parachute available
anywhere.

Add fully functional dual controls to any of our tandem models and you can receive sport pilot training in your own
ELSA (Experimental Light Sport Aircraft) or ABLSA (Amateur Built Lights Sport Aircraft). Our standard
kits are sub-assembled at the Six Chuter factory for economical shipping anywhere in the world.  The average
builder can assemble these units in 100 to 200 hours.  You can purchase a sub-assembled kit and have it inspected
and certified as an Amateur or Experimental Light Sport.

As per FAA regulations, our Special Light Sport Aircraft (SLSA) are assembled, tested and certified for you by
the factory they are sold. Special Light Sport Certified Aircraft can be used for FAA flight instruction and even as
rentals.

Our flight center managers and sales representatives will introduce you to our various models, and provide assembly
assistance, training and ongoing support regardless of the model you choose.  Take the time to read about each of
our models then go to the slide show links to view some of these in action.

Legend P103 Single Seat True Part 103
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Check Out the Standard Features of Six Chuter
All  Legends Built on Strong Single Aluminum

Spar Instead of Standard Frame rail Construction
One-piece molded fiberglass instrument and control

pod with Grand Rapids Super EIS

“Six Chuter utilizes natural
intuitive controls, quality
components, and a safe
and efficient design.  Six
Chuter is simply one of the
safest, most cost-effective
and high performing light
sport aircraft on the
market today”

Engine Options Kawasaki 440
Rotax 582 B
Rotax 582 E

Rotax 912 UL or ULS

Multiple Airframe
Configurations:

No Front Bars
Standard Outriggers

Halo Outrigger

Canopy attachment point at line of thrust and
with proper spread

Durable and great looking powder coat in
numerous color options.

Comfortable split bucket seats.  Front seat
rotates forward for ease of passenger

Natural throttle and ground steering controls,
not push-pulls!

Optional front bar system

6” Aluminum Wheels and Turf Tires Standard

New 12 Gallon Poly Tank or optional
Aluminum

Original and effective full spring
suspension, not fiberglass!!

Engine thrust line slanted above
canopy on ground for proper thrust

line in flight

Molded, integrated fiberglass
instrument pod and deck

Radiator Mounted Safely- -Not
behind passenger’s head!

Full Digital EIS w/altimeter, gps and
fuel interface

Nylon Riser System

500’ Canopy, Oversize Stuff Sack
and Line Socks

Composite Three-Blade Propeller

Optional Full Dual Control System
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Six Chuter Model Designations
The Six Chuter Powered Parachute has evolved over 21 Years to become the lightest,
best performing and most popular powered parachute in the world.

The Six Chuter P3 Lite is for the pilot who
wants to fly within the requirements of the FAA
part 103 Ultra-light Regulations. The 103 series
is designed as a down sized legend with the
same benefits of the legend airframe, but within
Part 103 weight limitations.  Equipped with a
360-400’ canopy the climb and cruise
performance will match that of a two seat
powered parachute with a 500’ canopy. The
P103 UL meets the FAR weight limits even with
fiberglass seat, making it one of the few truly
legal single seaters on the market.

The P3 Lite comes complete with everything
required to get you airborne easier, quicker,
safer and relatively less expensive than with any
other form of aviation.

The Six Chuter Legend is the most cost
effective, best performing powered parachute in
the industry. It comes standard with the Rotax
582 65 h.p. Engine and the heavy duty E
gearbox with built in electric start system.  The
Legend comes with everything you need to build
a great looking, and awesome performing
powered parachute.  Adding the optional front
bars and custom colored wheels and upholstery
will result in a show aircraft that will win prizes at
air shows or competitions. A Special Edition
comes with a special gear reduction of 3.47:1 to
drive a five-blade PowerFin prop.  Then we add
an after muffler system. The result is one of the
smoothest and quietest powered parachutes on
the market.
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The Six Chuter Paragon is designed to satisfy
the pilot-owner whose primary goal is the
reliability of a four-stroke engine.  Six Chuter has
chosen the Rotax 912 UL for its reliability and
value.  This 912. Engine is incredibly quiet and
smooth operating, and boasts a 2000 hour time
between overhaul, virtually four times that of
comparable two-stroke engines.  And with an
estimated fuel consumption of about two gallons
per hour you can expect up to five hours of flight
time on a standard tank of fuel!  Add a four-
blade prop to boost the thrust of this package
and the performance is even more superior.
Add a Performance Design Sunriser 550 and
you have one of the heaviest lifters in the
industry.
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Six Chuter Airframe
Configurations

The Legend and Paragon are the Six Chuter
standards  for two-seat tandems.  The
airframe can be custom ordered for
several different engine installations and
can also be ordered with various airframe
configurations.  These include no front
bars,  straight cut front bars and super
high outrigger with Halo Bars.  And the
various models include standard
outriggers (ss models) or halo outriggers
(Hdlx). The Legend XLss or Paragon XLss with standard

outriggers and no frontal bars.  This configuration with
updated side braces is more than adequate protection
for pilot and passenger and reduces overall weight of the
aircraft.

The Legend XLss Or Paragon XLss with standard
outriggers and front bars uses a straight cut for the
frontal bar installation. The standard outriggers keep the
canopy attachment points just slightly higher than the
center of thrust. These frontal bars also facilitate
installation of a popular "heads up" instrument display.

Another configuration for the Legend Hdlx or
Paragon Hdlx are dubbed “the halo” and uses a non-
traditional very high canopy attachment point. The result
is the best passenger rear seat access in the industry.
With nothing blocking access to the rear seat this model
is particularly popular where special applications are
being conducted from the rear seat such as
photography. The heavier (1.5") front bars are an
integral part of the halo
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1

1 Note that catalogue prices may vary depending on
Country of Import. Call or Email for quote.

SPECIFICATIONS Legend Legend
Engine Rotax 582 B Gear Box Rotax 582 E Gear
Gear Reduction 2.58:1 2.58:1
Output 65 h.p. 65 h.p.
Canopy
Span 39.5’ 39.5’
Chord 12.5’ 12.5’
Area 500 sq. ft. 500 sq. ft.
Airframe Weight 375 lb. 425
Ideal Gross Weight 1000 lb. 1100 lb.
Maximum Payload 625 lb. 675
Airspeed 26-28 m.p.h. 26-28 m.p.h.
Rate of Climb 400’-800’/min. 400’-800’/min.
Sink Rate 3-8’/Sec 3-8’/Sec
Glide Ratio 3-5:1 3-5:1
Takeoff Distance 100’-400’ 100’-400’
Stall Speed Stall Resistant Stall Resistant
Features
Fuel Capacity 10-15 Gallon 10-15 Gallon
Prop 3 Blade Composite 3 Blade 64” Composite
Canopy PD Sunriser 500 PD Sunriser 500

STANDARD FEATURES
Powder Coat Airframe with Choice of Standard Colors / Rotax 582 65
H.P. / Pull Start / Deluxe Digital EIS/ Molded Fiberglass Instrument Pod
/ 10 Gallon Poly Gas Tank with Fuel Shut Off / Spring Shock Suspension
/ Rear Turf Tires / Four-Point Seatbelt Harness / Intuitive Ground
Steering and Throttle / Bucket Seats / Performance Design Sunriser 500
Canopy Choice of Standard Patterns / Chute Bag and Line Socks / 3
Blade Composite Propeller / Compounded Steering

BASE PRICE WITH ROTAX 582B $18,895
BASE PRICE WITH 582E ELECTRIC START $19,895
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SPECIFICATIONS Paragon 912
Engine Rotax 912
Gear Reduction 3.47:1
Output 80-100 H.P.
Canopy
Span 39.5’
Chord 12.5’
Area 500 sq. ft.
Airframe Weight 450
Ideal Gross Weight 1100 lb
Maximum Payload 650
Airspeed 26-28 m.p.h.
Rate of Climb 500-1000 ft/min.
Sink Rate 3-8’/Sec
Glide Ratio 3-5:1
Takeoff Distance 100’-400’
Stall Speed Stall Resistant
Features
Fuel Capacity 10-15 Gallon
Prop 4 Blade 65” Composite
Canopy PD Sunriser 500

STANDARD FEATURES
Powder Coat Airframe with Choice of Standard Colors / Rotax 912 /
Deluxe Digital EIS/ Molded Fiberglass Instrument Pod / 10 Gallon Poly
Gas Tank with Fuel Shut Off / Spring Shock Suspension / Rear Turf Tires
/ Four-Point Seatbelt Harness / Intuitive Ground Steering and Throttle /
Bucket Seats / Performance Design Sunriser 500 Canopy Choice of
Standard Patterns / Chute Bag and Line Socks / 3 Blade Composite
Propeller / Compounded Steering

BASE PRICE WITH 912 UL 80 H.P. $31,995
BASE PRICE WITH 912 ULS 100 H.P. $33,995
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SPECIFICATIONS P3 Lite
Engine Kawasaki 440 Belt Drive
Gear Reduction 2.58:1
Output 42 h.p. Fan cooled
Canopy
Span 28.59
Chord 11.43
Area 360 Square Feet
Specifications
Airframe Weight 240
Ideal Gross Weight 720
Maximum Payload 480
Airspeed 28 mph
Rate of Climb 200-500 fpm
Sink Rate 3-8’/sec
Glide Ratio 3-6:1
Takeoff Distance 100-400’
Stall Speed Stall Resistant
Features
Fuel Capacity 5 Gallons
Prop 2 Blade Wood
Canopy PD Barnstormer 360

STANDARD FEATURES
Powder Coat Airframe with Choice of Standard Colors /
Kawasaki 440 H.P. / Pull Start / Molded Fiberglass
Instrument Pod / 5 Gallon Poly Gas Tank / Spring Shock
Suspension / / Intuitive Ground Steering and Throttle /
Bucket Seat / Performance Design Barnstormer 360
Canopy Choice of Standard Patterns / Chute Bag and Line
Socks / Two Blade Tennessee Wood Prop / Compounded
Steering

BASE PRICE WITH Kawasaki 440 $10,495
(Includes $500 Credit for Solo Training Course)
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The SkyeRyder II AB is not so much a new model in our line
as it is a new legal way to build and certify with the FAA.
Six Chuter has been manufacturing our aircraft in “kit form”
since our beginning in 1991. The Sport Pilot rules
complicates the manufacturing of kits. Most manufacturers,
including Six Chuter International LLC focused first on
development of a fully factory assembled Special Light
Sport certified aircraft, which in turn authorizes us to
produce an Experimental Light Sport kit that can be
up to 100% completed by the manufacturer.  Our Elsa kits
utilize all of the components (including engines, canopies
and instruments) that our Special Light Sport unit offers.

Six Chuter has coordinated with the FAA now to offer a true
“Amateur Built Light Sport” kit.  This is a new option for
legal certification of powered parachutes. This kit will require
at least 51% of the fabrication and final assembly to be
done by the builder/owner.  The model designation is the
SkyeRyder II AB.  This name of course goes back to our
very beginning.  The SkyeRyder was the name of the very
first Six Chuter that was entirely kit built by the buyer. The
SkyeRyder is a copy of our Legend and the real difference is
the degree of fabrication and completion necessary by the
builder and the FAA certification process.

Six Chuter is uniquely qualified to develop this kit due to our long
history of offering our aircraft in this form.  The owner/builder will be
provided with detailed and complete manuals as well as all of the forms
and applications required to certify their aircraft as “ABLSA”.  The
owner builder will also be able to apply for an FAA Repairman
Certificate that allows them to do their own annual inspections. The
owner/builder will also be free to use their own engines, canopies and
other components to complete their “Experimental Amateur Built”.

The full rolling airframe kit will start at $6,275. Six Chuter will also
offer several other component kits including, engine, canopy,
instruments, accessories and other options.

Christopher Heintz, first SkyeRyder AB Builder/Owner

SkyeRyder Airframe Kit Parts

Daniel McGregor’s Legend ELSA Kit Built Project Takes Shape
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Powered Parachute Kits by Six Chuter
“A cost effective option for Kit Builders and Owners of dated equipment”

Six Chuter is one of the few manufacturers who offer builders the option of purchasing a powered
parachute in phases. One or more kits are available that allow a builder to assemble a fully legal, FAA
certified or Part 103 powered parachute over a period of time and within a budget that works for the
owner-builder. These kits are available for the Legend P103 (either ultralight version or certified
experimental light sport) and for the Legend XL (all models and certified experimental light sport).

The rolling airframe option is also a great alternative for hundreds of powered parachute owners who did
not make the January 2010 deadline established by the FAA for transitioning their two-seat ultralight
powered parachutes to light sport.  If the deadline was missed there are very few options to avoid flying
illegally and risking thousands of dollars in fines.  An owner of a previously considered ultralight can
remove the engine, instruments, canopy and certain other components and use them on a new Legend
airframe kit and have that legally certified as Experimental Light Sport.

The kits are organized into three groupings but can be modified to fit exactly what each owner-builder
requires.  As an example if a builder already owns an engine that meets the requirements for certification
as experimental light sport, then the engine component kit would be modified to only include the items
each owner-builder wants.

The kits come “sub assembled” which means that many of the brackets and bolts are already drilled and
attached to the appropriate airframe part.  This leaves the builder with a much easier task of bolting each
airframe part together.  All bolts, nuts and other hardware for completing the airframe are completed.  All
parts used in our airframe kits meet our ASTM standards and are the same parts that are used on a
factory assembled and special light sport certified aircraft.

Kit I Rolling Airframe:
1. All airframe parts to allow the owner to

complete the airframe to “rolling” status.
2. All molded fiberglass parts (dash and seat)
3. Upholstery and seat belt harness
4. Throttle and throttle installation parts
5. Standard Gas Tank included
6. Canopy Risers included (cable or nylon

depending on the model)

Kit II Engine and Wiring:
1. Engine of choice
2. All parts necessary to install the engine

(cooling system, oil system)
3. Instrument system and all components

required to complete the wiring
4. Propeller

Kit III Wing:
1. Canopy of Choice
2. Line Socks
3. Canopy storage sack
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Contrasting the FAA Options for Certifying Six
Chuter Powered Parachutes (Frequently Asked
Questions)

Amateur Built Experimental Kit Special Light Sport
What is required to
legally fly?

Minimum Student Pilot
Sport Pilot to Carry
passengers

Minimum Student Pilot
Sport Pilot to Carry
passengers

Minimum Student Pilot
Sport Pilot to Carry
passengers

Who can legally
build?

Anybody Anybody Only the factory

Who can repair and
maintain?

The owner/builder Anybody A & P Mechanic or FAA
Certified Repairman with
Maintenance Rating

Who can conduct the
annual inspection of
condition?

The owner/builder is
eligible for Repairman
Certificate with
Inspection Rating and
can conduct their own
annuals

The owner of an ELSA
can complete a 16 hour
class and be issued a
Repairman Certificate
which authorizes them to
conduct their own annual

A & P Mechanic or FAA
Certified Repairman with
Maintenance Rating

What is the estimated
time to build?

100 hours for airframe.
Additional hours for
instruments and engine
and canopy based on
experience

80 hours for airframe.
Additional hours for
instruments and engine
and canopy based on
experience

Not applicable. The SLSA
can only be assembled by
the factory

What is the average
cost to complete?

Airframe $6,295. The
average builder utilizing
their own or used
engines, instruments
and canopies will
average another $6,000
to $10,000 to complete

$18,895 not including
assembly

$21,895

Can the owner
modify the aircraft?

The owner of ABLSA is
free to use any
component they desire
(alternative engines,
canopies and
instruments), and modify
the design at will.

An ELSA kit can ONLY
use all of the factory
authorized items that are
used on the special light
sport version. And until it
is certified they can't
make any modifications
from factory design.

The SLSA can only use
factory provided and
authorized equipment

Does the factory
provide options to
purchase all of the
items required to
complete the aircraft

Yes Yes Yes

 Note that the Six Chuter P3 Lite is categorized as an ultralight and operates under FAA Rule
Part 103. This rule requires no training, no medical, no age limit and no aircraft certification
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Options and Accessories

AIRFRAME CONFIGURATIONS Paragon or Legend

XLss
 Standard Outriggers
 No Frontal Bars

Standard
No Added
Cost

XLss
 Standard Outriggers
 Optional Frontal Bars

$395
Option

Hdlx
 Halo Outrigger System
 Mandatory Frontal Bars

Standard on
Hdlx
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COLOR OPTIONS

Standard gloss powder coat and “Hammer” texture
 Very durable and great looking
 Easily matched with car store spray paints

Standard No additional cost

Two Coat “Candy” and “Lolli” colors
 Higher gloss look
 More difficult to match

Upgrade $150

OTHER AIRFRAME OPTIONS

Mild Steel Landing Gear Brackets

 Option is recommended for
operations from rough fields, or high
use aircraft used for flight
instruction. Slight weight increase
with this option

 Standard brackets are Aluminum,
Light, Strong and recommended for
standard aircraft operations

$59.95
Upgrade
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Convertible Upper Fangaurd Ring

 Pinned and rotating upper fangaurd
ring reduces overall height for
trailering by 12”

$49.95
Option

Fangaurd Side Brace Option

 Side brace tube between fangaurd
and engine tubes increases lateral
strength of fangaurd. Adds weight
and parts but increases strength of
fangaurd in case of inadvertent
ground roll over

$99.95
Option

Color Fabric Inset on Black Vinyl Seats $50
Option

Powdercoat Aluminum Wheels to Match
Airframe

$50
Option
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CANOPY OPTIONS

Performance Design Sunriser 500  FAA Certified
 Available in Standard or Design your

own Colors

Standard

Performance Design Sunriser 550  FAA Certified
 Heavy Lifter

Upgrade
$350

Performance Design Sunriser 360  Standard on P3Lite Standard
Apco Mark IV or Hybrid Canopies  Available for Kit built models or

Experimental, after market option
Call for
Pricing
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PROTECTION AND CONVENIENCE OPTIONS

Muffler Plugs

 Keep the open end of muffler
plugged to prevent moisture and
debris from building

 912 installations require two plugs

$15.95
Option

Carb Filter Cover

 Keep your carb filter clean
 Two filters required for Rotax 912

installations

$15.95
Option

Prop Protective Covers

 Protect your valuable propellers

$40 Per
Blade
Option
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Pylon Cover

 Covers open area of pylon and
provides window for carrying FAA
documents visibly, as required

$89.95
Option

Side Storage Sacks (Pair)

 Custom made to fit left and right
side of Legend and Paragon models.

 One sack large enough for canopy
stuff sack and line socks leaving the
other for additional carry aboard
items.

$99.95
Option

Ditty Bag (Large)

 Wraps around airframe tube and
large enough to carry canopy stuff
sack and line socks securely

$39.95
Option

Ditty Bag (Small)

 Same as the larger ditty bag but
smaller capacity for carry incidentals
on board

$35.95
Option
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PROPELLER OPTIONS

Warp Drive Three Blade Prop

IVOPROP Quick Ground Adjustable
The unique pitch adjustment design
operates on the principle of twisting the
blades through the chrome-moly alloy
steel torsional rod cast inside the blade.
The outer end of the torsional rod is
firmly anchored inside the outer blade
section. The round torsional rod is
capable of rotating inside the blade,
except for the outer end.
Adjust the pitch on the ground in a
matter of seconds by turning the screw
adjustor in the center of the prop. The
super cams are installed on the end of
the torsional rod. Each super cam fits
into the groove in the screw adjustor.
Turning the screw adjustor causes each
cam to rotate and turn the torsional rod
twisting  the blade  changing the prop
pitch

Standard

Ivoprop Aluminum Spinner

 4” Aluminum Spinner
 Available only on ultralight prop used

for Rotax 582 (Legend)

$50
Option

Warp Drive Three Blade

 Optional three blade warp drive
 Available with Nickel plated leading

edges

Option No
added
Charge

Nickel
Edges
Option

$180
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Powerfin Propeller

Safe, efficient, high quality carbon fiber
composite propellers. Full one-year
warranty for free replacement of any
defective part from materials or
workmanship.

Optional blade refurbishing is available at
a cost of $40.00 per blade. This service
includes weighting to match new heavier
blades, cleaning and polishing. Contact
us for details

Power Fin props are available in various
Hub/Blade configurations for Rotax 2-
cycle type, and Rotax 4-cycle (912) type.

Standard
3 Blade
No added
Charge

4 Blade
$250
upgrade

5 Blade
$350
Option

Powerfin Spinner

 5” Aluminum

$99
Option

ENGINE SYSTEM OPTIONS

10 Gallon Poly Gas Tank

 Durable Carb Compliant Poly
 See through for gas level

Standard
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Aluminum Gas Tank

 Available in 12 or 15 Gallons

Upgrade

10 Gallon
$350

12 Gallon
$400

Gascolator

 Gas tank drain and water separator
 Mandatory on FAA certified aircraft
 Mandatory with Aluminum Gas Tank

installations

$89.95
Option

Fuel Sender and Gauge

 Electronic fuel sender and gauge.
 Can be mounted on lower dash as

shown, or on heads up displays

$159.95
Option
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Stainless Steel Hoses

 Stainless steel coolant, fuel and oil
hoses for superior look at durability

$295
Upgrade

Remote Fuel Filler

 Option for aluminum tanks brings
filler cap to side of engine to ease
fuel filling operation

$89.95
Option

Exhaust Silencer Pipes

 Toucan 12” Exhaust silencer pipes.
Reduces muffler noise on 912 engine by
22%

$239.95
Option
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ELECTRONICS SYSTEM OPTIONS

Grand Rapids EIS 2000

 Standard EIS system mounted on
lower dash

Standard
No Cost

Heads Up Display

 Instrument System mounted in Pod
and attached to frontal bars

$189.95
Option

Heads Up Display Lower Mount

 Instrument system mounted in pod
but attached to top of lower dash.
Can be used without frontal bars.

 Frees lower dash for avionics

$189.95
Option
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MGL Avionics Velocity Singles

The Velocity Singles are our latest
Singles that fit in standard round 3 1/8”
cutout. Using a custom-made high
resolution graphics display, these
instruments provide excellent daylight
readability, even in direct sunlight. In
addition they all have built in
backlighting making them easy to read
at night time. Each instrument includes a
rotary control plus 2 independent keys
for easy menu navigation and to access
specific instrument features. The Velocity
range has a switch mode power supply
allowing the instruments to be used in
both 12V and 24V environments as well
as for reduced power consumption.
Reverse and over voltage protection is
provided

$250
Upgrade

MGL Avionics Xtreme EIS

The Xtreme EFIS is a full color mini EFIS.
It can be configured as a PFD (with
AHRS sensors added), and/or an engine
monitor (with RDAC added). It includes a
GPS receiver that is used to provide
ground speed and range information, a
basic CDI navigator, and as a
backup/control for the AHRS. If you do
not select the SP-7 attitude sensor, you
can still have a GPS-derived bank angle
display!

$950
Upgrade

Instructor Rear Seat Ignition Kill Switch

 Allows rear seat instructor to safely
override ignition and shut off engine
after landing

$79.95
Installed

Option
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Instructor Mini Pod

 Mini instrument pod with checklist,
ignition kill switch and space for
added instruments. Provides access
for rear seat CFI

 Requires frontal bars

$159.95
Option

Does Not
Include
Avionics

12 V DC Receptacles

 Provides supplemental 12 V DC
power for avionics and other
items

 Can be mounted on side of lower
dash if standard EIS installation
used

$19.95
Each

Option

SC103 Strobe Light

 Kuntzleman high visibility strobe light

$99
Option
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LED Position Lights

 Kuntzleman position lights (red,
green and white

 Mandatory for night flight operations

$375
Option

LED Landing Light

 High visibility, low power LED lights
 Can be mounted in variety of

positions

$79.95
Option

OTHER OPTIONS

Instructor Dual Controls

 Includes rear seat instructor throttle,
ground steering and canopy steering
controls

 Adjustable and very functional
 Required for FAA Sport Pilot Training

$549.95
Option
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Hydraulic Front Brake

 Recommended for on Paragon with
912

Option
$259.95

Rope Ratchet Trim

 Set of two steering line trim
adjusters for easy in flight
adjustment of steering lines

Option
$59.95
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COMMUNICATIONS

 Comtronics Dual Helmet, Headset
and Intercom System

$829.95

 ICOM A14 VHF Radio $275

 Push to Talk Switch $99

SERVICES

Subassembly of Airframe  Major airframe parts such as
outriggers and pylon are
preassembled with brackets and
other hardware

Standard
except on
SkyeRyder
ABLSA Kit

Airframe Assembly  Factory built airframe to rolling
 Includes Fuel Tank Installation
 Includes Throttle Installation

$750

Wiring and Electronics Installation  Install EIS
 Assemble Panel, switches and fuses
 Route Wiring
 Install other electronics such as

strobe

$750

Engine System Installation and Preparation  Install engine, cooling system, oil
system, fuel system

 Prepare, start and test engine
according to Rotax specifications

$750

Production Testing  Rig the canopy
 Test Flight
 Final Inspection

$250

FAA ELSA or SLSA Certification  Final FAA Inspection and legal
paperwork for registration and
airworthiness Certification

$500
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Other Assembly Options for Kit Builders
The kit builder or builder who decides to order their aircraft in phases may also want to take advantage of the
experience of our factory authorized assemblers.  The wiring portion of assemblies while made as easy as possible
with prewired harnesses and good instructions can be one of the more difficult portions of the building
experience.  So we offer “preassembly” of the instrument package.

And on the 912 airframes we use a “firewall” that installed on the back of the pylon.  This installation includes
many of the more complicated engine and electrical components and we encourage kit builders to have us
preassemble this part of the aircraft.

Assembly Services
1. Sub assemble hardware to tubing for rolling

airframe (standard with all rolling airframe kits).
Included in standard base price.

2. Airframe Assembly.  Our technicians will
complete the rolling airframe and then partially
disassemble for ease of shipping and reduction of
costs.

3. Preassemble Instruments.  Our technicians will
complete installation of the EIS and switches on
the instrument deck, leaving only the “plug” and
connection to the engine end for the builder.

4. Preassemble Paragon Firewall.  Our technicians
will include installation of certain engine and
wiring components for the 912 installation, leaving connection of these items to the engine and electrical
system for the builder.

Call for cost estimates on all services.
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Learn More About Six
Chuter International LLC
Six Chuter International LLC is a limited liability
company that opened in 2010 with a primary purpose of
manufacturing and distributing Six Chuter Powered
Parachutes in the United States and around the world.
We are a full service light sport aviation company that
offers virtually everything that a new enthusiast needs
to enjoy this incredible sport. Six Chuter International
LLC has recruited an experienced team of directors,
manager/owners and affiliates who are prepared to
lead the company into the future. Six Chuter
International LLC is based at Pangborn Airport, East
Wenatchee, WA. The members of Six Chuter
International LLC include Dan Bailey, Doug Maas, Tom
Connelly, Rolando Santiago, and associates Steve
Rambo and Perry Robertson. This team brings a
combined total of over 100 years of various
professional experiences including manufacturing,
aviation, and training, marketing and managing to the
company.

Our Facilities

Six Chuter International LLC now operates out of
several facilities in the Pacific Northwest. Our parts
and fabrication facility is located at Pangborn
Memorial Airport in East Wenatchee, Washington. This
facility is a 5000 square foot hangar that contains our parts inventory and all of the fabrication and manufacturing
equipment. Tom Connelly, our
manufacturing manager is in charge of
operations at Pangborn.

We also operate a kit assembly and
maintenance facility in Vancouver,
Washington out of North Fork Ranch.
Rolando Santiago our sales and technical
support manager manages repairs,
maintenance and kit assemblies from
this location.

All Special Light Sport assemblies as
well as Rotax engine installations,
repairs and maintenance are managed
by our affiliate, Perry Robertson, P-3
Sports out of Lendhardt Airpark in
Hubbard Oregon.
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OUR TEAM MEMBERS

Our board of directors is responsible for establishing company policy and for planning

Doug Maas is a Director on the Board of Six International
LLC and has previously been associated as a business
partner with Six Chuter since 1999. Doug is a former
Vietnam Helicopter Pilot and is now a CFI and designated
pilot examiner for powered parachutes. Doug also had a 30
year professional career in training and management that
he brings to Six Chuter International LLC. And Doug is the
President of Western Powered Parachute Association LLC,
the training affiliate of Six Chuter International LLC.

Tom Connelly is Vice President of Six Chuter International and the Manufacturing Center Manager and oversees the
Pangborn, East Wenatchee facility and operation. Tom is also the President of Aviation Ventures N.W. LLC, the holding
company for the East Pangborn facility. Tom accomplishes this while work in commercial services for Lowes.
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Robert Turner is part time staff at our Pangborn facility
and helps with a variety of manufacturing, office and
system tasks.

Rolando Santiago is the Sales and Technical Support Serves
Manager for Six Chuter International LLC. Rolando is also co-
owner and operations manager of Ft. Vancouver Aerosports
LLC, a Six Chuter flight center serving S.W. Washington and
N.W. Oregon. Rolando has a full time professional career in
corrections yet holds the distinction of building more Six
Chuters than anyone in the world.
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AFFILIATES
Our affiliate managers are responsible for specific support functions for Six Chuter International LLC.

Ft. Vancouver Aerosports LLC.

Members of Rolando's Team at The Ranch in
Vancouver include Ramon Santiago and "Junior".
Rolando's team does repairs, maintenance, kit
assemblies and special light sport preassemblies.

Aerochutes S.W. LLC

Steve Rambo is the Logistics Manager for Six
Chuter International LLC and owner of
Aerochutes S.W. Steve has been associated
with Six Chuter longer than any of our other
Six Chuter International business partners
and takes the lead with deliveries, event
management and flight operations at our
events. Steve assists the rest of the team
with every aspect of Six Chuter.
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P-3 Sports LLC

Perry Robertson is our affiliate for Special Light Sport assemblies,
support and maintenance. Perry is an FAA certified Repairman with
Maintenance Rating for Powered Parachutes, Weight Shift and
Airplane, as well as fully certified as a Rotax repairman.  He operates
independently out of his hangar at Lendhardt Airport near Portland,
Oregon

Western Sport Pilot Association

Doug Maas is President of Western
Sport Pilot Association, our affiliate
company for training events and
assistance with FAA coordination. The
WSPA has another layer of FAA flight
instructors who assist us with
providing the most professional
powered parachute training in the
world.  The WSPA holds the current
contract with the FAA for training FAA
Aviation Inspectors in powered
parachutes.
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OUR FOUNDER

Dan Bailey is the founder and original owner of Six
Chuter Inc., the powered parachute company that holds
the distinction of having remained in business under
original ownership, longer than any other in this
industry. Dan remains a consultant to Six Chuter
International LLC. Dan is the designer for the Six Chuter
powered parachute model series, including the
Skyeryder, SR1 and SR2 series, the SR7, Prowler, Spirit,
Legend and the new Paragon.

Dan has always been a “hands on” manager willing to
do whatever task it takes to keep production rolling.  As
a consultant to Six Chuter International you will be just
as likely to talking with Dan when you call Six Chuter as
any of us!
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Six Chuter Distribution, Sales and Services is comprised of seven U.S. regions.

Our International representatives are now located in countries around the world

Check out latest listings of all our representatives on our interactive map on the Six Chuter
Website, http://www.sixchuter.com/?page_id=673
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Six Chuter Sport Pilot Flight Centers

Six Chuter Sport Pilot Flight Centers offer the complete array of services and support to help you get started in
the sport and then to help you stay actively involved for a lifetime.  If you have a flight center near you we
recommend that you start there even if you have to travel a little farther. Most of our flight centers offer the
following services:

 Six Chuter Sales:  Most of our flight centers carry an inventory of new and used Six Chuters available
for immediate sale.

 Six Chuter Product Demo:  Our flight centers operate our latest models so that you can see and fly in
our aircraft before you make a decision on purchase.

 Training:  Our Sport Pilot Centers have staff available that can provide training in Ultralights or Light
Sport powered parachutes.  Our flight center managers will also provide you with the support required to
earn your sport pilot certificate or your sport pilot instructor certificates.

 Rentals:  Some of our flight centers offer training and testing in their aircraft.  So you don’t need to own
a Six Chuter to begin training at a Six Chuter Sport Pilot Center.

 Assembly and Maintenance:  Our flight centers provide support in assembly and ongoing
maintenance.

 Aircraft Certification: Our flight center managers can provide you with support to obtain certification
of your powered parachute.

 Flight Fields:  Our flight centers have one or more flying fields that you can experience during training
and after you are a Six Chuter pilot.

 Clubs and Activities:  Most of our flight centers are affiliated with local flying clubs to help you get and
stay connected with other powered parachute pilots in your region.

If you are an instructor, or existing fixed based operator and would like to learn more about expanding
your opportunities to include a light sport powered parachute flight center, contact Doug Maas
maas0755@comcast.net. You can also go to www.sixchuter.com and download a free copy of our current
Business Opportunities Guide.
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Six Chuter Business Partners

Contact sixchuterinfo@comcast.net for International Representatives

SIX CHUTER FACTORY
Factory Six Chuter International LLC

Pangborne Memorial Airport,
East Wenatchee, Washington
Toll Free 999 727-1998
sixchuterinfo@comcast.net
www.sixchuter.com

Parts, Sales and Technical Support
Rolando Santiago, 360 904-8766

Factory Manager
Tom Connelly, 509 264-0588

International Sales
sixchuterinfo@comcast.net

Business Opportunities, Marketing
Doug Maas, 360 771-4047
Maas0755@comcast.net

TYPE INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
Contact sixchuterinfo@comcast.net for Other
Affiliates and Representatives Outside the
United States

NAME SERVICES

International
Flight Center

India
Jaipur, Rajasthan, 302004

Microlight Aviation Pvt. Ltd.
Capt. Vibhuti Singh, CEO Microlight Aviation
Private Limited Phone: +91 98 28 011166 E-fax:
+91-11-4385-0866 Email:
microlightaviation@gmail.com Website:
www.microlightaviation.in
Email microlightaviation@gmail.com
Phone +91 98 28 011166

 Sales
 Maintenance
 Repairs
 Training

International
Flight Center

Israel, Haifa Nir Meirav g.charlie71@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/PoweredParachuteIL?f
ref=pb&hc_location=profile_browser

 Sales
 Maintenance
 Repairs
 Training

International
Flight Center

Portugal, Covilha Jose Carrola, CTM- logistica mudanças e
transportes, lda parque industrial lote 5
6200-027 Covilhã, Portugal
contribuinte telef. 506426479
telef. 00351275322164 – Covilhã
00351218408800 – Lisbone

 Sales
 Maintenance
 Repairs
 Training

International
Flight Center

South Korea Craig Succop craigsuccop@hotmail.com
Dream Airfield
North Chungcheong Province
Jeacheon Jangrak-dong
580 390-894
ph. +82-43-643-2676

cell. +82-10-5063-6786
email. blackmok@hanmail.net

 Sales
 Maintenance
 Repairs
 Training

TYPE LOCATION NAME SERVICES
Flight Center Washington, Vancouver

Battleground, Washington
Ft. Vancouver Aerosports
C/O Rolando Santiago 360 904-8766
sixchuterinfo@comcast.net

 Sales
 Maintenance
 Repairs
 Training

Flight Center Washington, Arlington
Arlington Airport
http://www.airnav.com/airport/KAWO

N.W. Light Sport
www.seattlepowerchutes.com
Mark Martin, SP, CFI, SPE  (206) 713-9007
sportpilot@msn.com
Paul Beam, SP, CFI
paul@hereNthere.net

 Sales
 Maintenance
 Repairs
 Training
 Club

Flight Center Washington, East Wenatchee
Pangborne Memorial Airport

Connelly Contracting
Tom Connelly, 509 264-0588
connelly@charter.net

 Sales
 Maintenance
 Repairs
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Flight Center Oregon, Hubbard
Lenhardt Airpark Hubbard, Oregon
http://www.airnav.com/airport/7S9
Portland-Mulino Airport
http://www.airnav.com/airport/4S9

P-3 Sports LLC
Perry Robertson, CFI, Repairman
503 913-8536
probertson@p3sports.net
http://www.p3sports.net/

 Sales
 Maintenance
 Repairs
 Training

Flight Center California, Grass Valley Larry Howe, CFI  530 386-2221
seehowtofly@gmail.com
http://sacramentoppc.com/

 Sales
 Training

Flight Center Utah, Salt Lake City Bonneville Skybase
Dennis Stanley CFI, SPE, SPIE, Private Pilot CFI
and Examiner  (801) 816-0472
http://www.bonnevilleskybase.com/

 Sales
 Maintenance
 Repairs
 Training

Flight Center Arizona, Scottsdale Arizona Powerchutes
Randy Long CFI  (480) 502-7640
randy@arizonapowerchutes.com
www.arizonapowerchutes.com

 Sales
 Training

Flight Center Montana, Helena Scratch Gravel Aviation LLC
Bill Dotter CFI, SPE 406 4586420
bill@scratchgravelaviationllc.com
www.scratchgravelaviationllc.com

 Sales
 Training

Flight Center Colorado, Durango Wiley-Wales Powered Parachutes
Chuck Wales, CFI, SPIE 970-739-0550
www.wileywales.com

 Sales
 Maintenance
 Repairs
 Training

Flight Center New Hampshire, Concord Chutes Up Powered Parachutes
Carroll Werren, CFI 603-491-2811
http://chutesup.com/
Jerry Sukeforth 207 691-3800
sukeesairnrepair@aol.com

 Sales
 Maintenance
 Repairs
 Training


TYPE LOCATION NAME SERVICES
Sales
Representative

Minnesota, Little Falls Tom Hanowski, Sport Pilot
320 632-8606

 Sales

Sales
Representative

Michigan, Lapeer County Dan Walker
bigairadventures@aol.com
248-628-1974/810-614-7410 810-614-7410

 103 Sales

Sales
Representative

Oregon, Bend Dave Towery 541-815-4902
davetowery@bendbroadband.com

 Sales

Sales
Representative

Washington, Napavine Aerochutes Southwest
Steve Rambo Sport Pilot 360 269-2133
aerochutes@localaccess.com

 Sales
 Maintenance
 Repairs
 103 Training

Sales
Representative

Washington, Prosser SkyStriders Light Sport Aviation LLC
Bill Nelson
1064 Yakima Ave.
Prosser, WA 99350
1-509-786-2142 (home)
1-509-781-1308 (cell)
bill@skystriders.com

 Sales
 Training
 Maintenance

Sales
Representative

Canada, Vegeville Alberta Power Chutes Unlimited
Brian Sokalski 780 6582528
powrchut@rjvnet.ca

 Sales

Sales
Representative

Canada, Medicine Hat Alberta Six Chuter of Canada West
Ron Sox 403 5485767
Sixchuter@telusplanet.net

 Sales

Sales
Representative

Canada, Winham Ontario Six Chuter Canada East
Jim and Lori Snyder 519-357-1851
fly@sixchuter.ca
http://www.sixchuter.ca/

 Sales

Sales
Representative

Canada, St Agathe Manitoba Sky Rider PowerChutes
Gerald Woitowicz 2048822352
skyrider68@hotmail.com

 Sales
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Six Chuter has been in business under
original ownership longer than any other
manufacturer and has more powered
parachutes flying than anyone else in the
world. You will find our representative
network and resources very helpful and
second to none in the industry.  When
you begin to shop for your own aircraft
the support you get for training and
after-sale service is critical to enjoying
the sport.

STAY IN CONTACT

To find out more about Six Chuter Powered
Parachutes start with these resources:
www.sixchuter.com
Email sixchuterinfo@comcast.net

Sales and Technical Support
360 904-8766 (Rolando Santiago)

Business Opportunities
360 771-4047 (Doug Maas)
maas0755@comcast.net

Factory visit
509 264-0588 (Tom Connelly)

If you would like to receive a free monthly bulletin
about Six Chuter Powered Parachutes and the sport, simply
check out our website
www.sixchuter.com and use the RSS feed.  You can also
find us on face book and twitter!

If you already own a Six Chuter powered parachute you
are eligible for membership to this exclusive owner’s
website.  Simply sign in and request membership and we
will process your access:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/sixchuterowners/

For information on Training, check out
http://westernppa.org/

To learn about current ultralight rules and
regulations go to this EAA resource site:
http://www.eaa.org/ultralights/

To learn more about the new Sport Pilot Rules, check
out this great resource site:
http://www.sportpilot.org/

Look at exciting photos and videos at
http://sixchuterwest.shutterfly.com/

“
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Ordering and Receiving Your Six Chuter

Finalize a Quote:
1. Call Rolando Santiago our Sales Manager, or
2. Contact your nearest Six Chuter Sales Representative, or Flight Center, or
3. Go to the Six Chuter Website Home Page, find the model that you are interested in and click on the "Get

a Quote" Link, fill it out and submit.

Choose your Options:
1. Use this catalogue to choose your model, configuration, options and accessories.
2. Discuss and choose the method for certification and assembly.
3. Discuss and choose method for shipping your unit.
4. Discuss and get a quote for training if you are new to the sport. You can also request our training

catalogue to learn more about the training program.

Fill out the Simple Forms:
(Your representative or our sales manager will prepare these forms for you based on your decisions)

1. Master Sales Order Form
2. Aircraft Specification
3. Canopy and Color Specification

Payment Terms
1. Most models will require a 50% deposit with the remainder due in full two to four weeks before

anticipated shipping. This deposit is required to secure a production date and initiate the manufacture of
your aircraft.

Project Management
1. Your sales representative or our marketing manager will keep you informed during the manufacturing

process with weekly project updates.
2. You will coordinate with us to make the final payment and to get information on shipping.

Ongoing Support

1. We will provide you with all of the necessary forms and support to certify your aircraft if applicable. After
you receive your aircraft we will assign you with support to help you with every phase of maintaining and
flying your aircraft.
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MASTER SALES ORDER AGREEMENT
DESCRIPTION
SERIAL NUMBER
SHIPPING

CUSTOMER NAME: DATE OF ORDER:

STREET ADDRESS: PHONE NUMBER:

CITY/STATE/ZIPCODE EMAIL ADDRESS:

SIX CHUTER REPRESENTATIVE: PHONE:

ORDER FORM CHECKLIST DONE
Customer Information & Signatures
Dealer Signature
Aircraft Specifications & Pricing Sheet
Canopy Specifications Sheet
Six Chuter Liability Waiver
Down Payment

Six Chuter International LLC. expressly warrants its products as free of manufacturing defects for a period of One Year from date of sale to first
user/customer; and, only when the warranty card has been filled out and returned to the manufacturer within fifteen (15) days of receipt of the
product. There are no other warranties, expressed or implied and there is expressly excluded all warranties of merchantability or fitness for a
particular purpose. No other warranty given by any employee, agent, dealer or other person with respect to the product shall be binding on Six
Chuter International LLC. Limitation of Liability: Six Chuter International LLC liability shall be limited to refunding of purchase price, repair or
replacement of product. In no event shall Six Chuter International LLC. have liability for consequential, incidental, special or exemplary damages
caused directly or indirectly by the product. In no event shall Six Chuter International LLC. be liable for any damages whatsoever in excess of the
purchase price of the product. This warranty covers the airframe and Six Chuter components only.  Engine, EIS, Propeller and Canopy warranties
are separate. CUSTOMER INITIAL [    ]

Warranties, limitations of damage and conditions of this transaction have been read, understood and agreed to in whole by purchaser signing and
dating this document below. In the event of the cancellation of an order there will be a 25% restocking fee assessed on each individual unit order.
Sales Person and/or customer are responsible for all state and local taxes.
CUSTOMER INITIAL [    ]

All designs, specifications and pricing are subject to change without prior notice. Credit card purchases will be billed the applicable discount
percentage. All sales F.O.B. East Wenatchee, Washington.
CUSTOMER INITIAL  [    ]

In the event of a dispute arising under this agreement the parties agree that this agreement shall be interpreted under the laws of the State of
Washington and venue and jurisdiction for any suit brought to enforce its' terms shall be laid in the county of Douglas, State of Washington, and
the prevailing party in any such dispute shall be entitled to its costs and expenses incurred therein, including its reasonable attorney's fees and
costs.
CUSTOMER INITIAL [    ]

As part of this agreement mutually signed below, the Sales Person and customer will make independent agreements separate and apart from this
one pertaining to any assembly and or craft inspection; and/or any advanced flight training the customer may require.

Customer Signature:  _________________________________ Date: _______________________________________

As the Sales Person witnessed by my signature below, I agree that I have fully explained all terms of this agreement to the above-signed
customer.

Sales Person Signature:_______________________________  Date: _______________________________________
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Six Chuter Inc. Color & Canopy Selection Guide

Cell #1

Cell #2

Cell #3

Cell #4

Cell #5

Cell #6

Cell #7

Cell #8

Cell #9

Cell #10

Cell #11 400

Cell #12

Cell #13 500

WHT-RED-TGR-LEM-KGR-RBL-RBL-RBL-KGR-LEM-TGR-RED-WHT

RBL-BBY-KGR-LEM-TGR-RED-RBL-RED-TGR-LEM-KGR-BBY-RBL

LEM-TGR-KGR-RED-RBL-BBY-LEM-BBY-RBL-RED-KGR-TGR-LEM

Customer: Aircraft #:

Custom Design [    ]

Stock [    ] _________________________

PERFORMAMCE DESIGN  [    ]

BARNSTORMER 400    [    ]    SUNRISER 500    [    ]

RED-TGR-LEM-KGR-RBL-BBY-RED-BBY-RBL-KGR-LEM-TGR-RED

BLK-BLK-BBY-RBL-KGR-LEM-TGR-LEM-GKR-RBL-BBY-BLK-BLK

RED-WHT-RED-WHT-RBL-RBL-RBL-RBL-WHT-RED-WHT-RED

BLK-RED-RED-TGR-TGR-LEM-LEM-LEM-KGR-KGR-RBL-RBL-BLK

PG-500-CP13-0003
[    ]

PG-500-CP13-0004
[    ]

PG-500-CP13-0005
[    ]

PG-500-CP13-0006
[    ]

PG-500-CP13-0007
[ ]

PG-500-CP13-0008
[    ]

PG-500-CP13-0009
[    ]

Canopy Color Form
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Shipping
With more than 2100 powered parachutes distributed around the world for over twenty-one years, to say we are
experienced with economically, and efficiently shipping your aircraft in kit or fully assembled form would be an
understatement. You can be assured that whereever you are located and whether you are purchasing parts or a
fully assembled unit, we will get it to you as quickly, efficiently and
at lowest cost possible.

Kit Pallet Specifications

Rolando with PPC in a Crate Ready for
Shipment

Shipping Container Specifications

Preassembled Unit Wrapped and Packed
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Parts Orders

When ordering parts it is important to work closely with our parts and technical support staff. Six Chuter
International has more than 2100 powered parachutes flying around the world and we continue to provide parts
for even our earliest models. However, due to variations in models from year to year and even within model
years, we require good information to insure we produce the correct part. Please review the following unit
specific information and use this when ordering parts.

Use the following table to connect with our staff. And please be patient. If your call isn’t answered leave a
message. Our staff do our very best to get back to you within the same work day that you call.

Toll Free 888 727-1998, or
Parts Orders: Rolando Santiago 360 904-8766

Take the time to leave a brief message for
Rolando if he doesn’t answer immediately.  We
do our best to return calls by the end of each
work day.

If you can’t reach anyone for parts:
Email sixchuterinfo@comcast.net or call
Tom Connelly 508 264-0588

Before you call, we recommend that you go to our main website, www.sixchuter.com "Parts", find your
aircraft model in the list below. Click on the link to bring up information specific to that aircraft.

Review the information in the models specific page so that you know about what parts you need before you call.
If possible when making the call to place your order be in front of your computer so that both you and the sales
person can view the same screen to assist in the ordering process.
Information that will Expedite Your Order

 What model is the Aircraft?
 What is the serial number if available?
 What engine is on the aircraft?
 What color is the aircraft?

If this information is not readily available be prepared to email a picture of your aircraft to us so that we may
identify the model and color for you.

Note: Once the model is determined then some parts may require more info than just the name of the part. This
is caused by design changes that occurred over time. In some cases on older aircraft, we may need to see a
picture of the damaged part and/or require you to provide measurements of the part in order for us to reproduce
it.

Note: On old units the serial number tag was a black tag about 1” tall and 2” wide with a silver stripe in the
lower portion which is where the serial number was typed in. In the black portion of the tag, it will read:
Skyeryder Aerochute, Manufactured by Six Chuter It was a sticky back tag that the builder/owner applied to the
airframe, so if still present if could be anywhere on the aircraft.

If no serial number is available can you email a picture of the aircraft and/or area of damage?
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The following Model and Parts Links are all available on the Six Chuter website

Model Links
Model Year Produced Click On Link Below

2010 to Present Legend Paragon w/912 Series

2005 to Present Legend XL Two Seat Tandem Series

2008 to Present Legend P103UL Single Seat Series

2007 to 2008 Legend XT Side x Side Tandem Series

2005-2008 Legend SP103 Single Seat Series

2002-2004 Spirit XL

2000-2002 Discovery 2000

1997-2004 SR7XL (became the Prowler 2002-2004)

1998-2004 SR5XP

1998-2004 SR2CL Two Seat Tandem Series

1998-2004 SR1ss (became the Rebel 2002-2004)

1993-1996 SKRII Two Seat Tandem Series

1991-1997 SKRI Single Seat Series

Other Components:

Check out the following links on our website for additional information and specifications on certain parts:

Old Front Steering Fork Vs. New Style

Post 2004 Front Steering Fork by Model

C.G. Tube Comparisons

Spindle Tube Comparisons

Outrigger Comparisons

Cable Risers

Inspecting Cables

Brackets, Plates and Misc. Parts
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The Powered Parachute Store

Many parts and accessories are now available to conveniently order on line directly through our store.  Just use
the link http://sixchuter.mybigcommerce.com/

While still under construction we have opened our new store to make it easier to order accessories, training
materials, official Six Chuter gear and even genuine Six Chuter parts.

We will be adding products for the next several months so be sure and check in regularly to see what is in the
store. You can still contact our parts sales staff directly for anything that you need.

Now Available in the Store:

1. SHOP SIX CHUTER MANUALS many of these are available at no cost.
2. SHOP SIX CHUTER APPROVED PARTS
3. SHOP INSTRUMENTS AND ELECTRONICS
4. SHOP PROPELLERS
5. SHOP POWERED PARACHUTE ACCESSORIES
6. SHOP CANOPIES
7. SHOP MEDIA AND TRAINING MATERIALS
8. SHOP SIX CHUTER APPAREL

Check back regularly to see more items added. If you need a part that is not available in the store, call our Parts
and Technical Support staff at 360 904-8766
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Six Chuter
Rolando Santiago
Sales, Parts & Service
(360) 904-8766
sixchuterinfo@comcast.net

Communications &Business
Development
Doug Maas
360 771-4047
sixchuterinfo@comcast.net

Product Catalogue
P3 Lite, Legend,Paragon 912 & SkyeRyder II AB Kits


